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even money that a probabilistic proof of the funct ional equation for the Riemann zeta function can be
given along these lines.
But I have strayed from the stated problem , which
we may now restate as follows. In t he above example
of enumeration of characters we were able to obtain
a stronger enumerative result by replacing a finite
structure by a profinite structure; more specifically,
by replacing a finite group by a profinite gro up. Can
such a replacement be carried out in other combinatorial situations? Two such situations come to mind:
first , t he possibility of a profini te '·bijective" interpretation of the attractive q-identities that are being proved by representation theoretic methods. This
might be done by developing profinite analogs of von
Neumann 's continuous geometries. This cannot be
too hard. since I have computed some examples myself in an unpublished paper. Second , the replacement of the lattice of a partitions of a finite set by
some profinite lattice. The latter task is har·der than
it sounds, as t he pioneering work of Anders Björner

and Mark Haiman has shown. There would be applications to ergodie theory.
We have reached the end ; I apologize for disappointing you. As I Iook back at t hese problems, I realize
how litt le they seem to relate to the areas of mathematics in which I have worked throughout my career ,
such as strict sense spectral theory, the umbral calculus, the applications of Hopf algebras to combinatorics, invariant theory, Supersymmetrie algebra. and
the characteristic free resolution of Schur modules.
It may weil be the case that the closer to our heart
a mathematical theory lies, the har·der it is to talk
about it. Whenever we wish torender into words the
fu t ure of theories t hat are dearest to us we are forced
to skirt around them by resorting to the old ruse of
rattling off a string of seemingly unrelated one-shot
problems.
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Exploring the Infinite:
Developments in Set Theory
by R onald B . J ensen

Set t heory is one of the newest mathematical disciplines, having developed in the late nineteent h century. At the time it grew out of the
efforts to place the theory of the real numbers upon a rigorous foundation. Today it retains its roJe as the foundation of all mathematics,
but at the same t ime has become a highly developed mathematical
discipline in its own right. Its three founders were Richard Dedekind ,
Georg Cantor, and Gottlob Frege. Frege's work led directly to
t he development of mathematical logic. Both Frege and Dedekind
were primarily concerned with giving a rigorous account of the
notion "number·' - in particular of the natural numcardinal 0 of the set of real numbers is greater than
bers 0, 1, 2, ... , n, ... It was Cantor who systematthe cardinal w of the set of natural number . This
ically extended this notion to infinite sets . In the
discovery marks the birth of modern set theory. In
process he realized that there are, in fact, two conthe following we shalllet card(X) derrote the cardinal
cepts of natural number which in the world of finite
number of X.
sets happen to coincide. The first is the notion of
cardinal number. Two sets have the same cardinal
Cantor's second number concept was that of ordinal
number if there is a one to one correspondence, or
number. Ordinals arise through the process of countbijection between their elements . Thus e.g. the reing. Once we have counted through all of the natural
lation n -+ n + 2 constitutes a bijection between the
numbers, we reach the first infinite ordinal w. This is
sets {1,2 , 3} and {3,4,5 }. A peculiarity ofinfinite
followed by w + 1, w + 2 etc. until we reach the next
sets is that a set may have the same number as a
limit ordinal w + w = w · 2 etc.:
proper subset. Thus n -+ 2n is a bijection of the
0, 1, .. . ,n, . .. , w,w+1, . .. , w·2 , .. .
natural numbers onto the even numbers. A natural
,w·n,
... , w2 , ... ,wn , ... ,ww , ww+1 , . .. , www, ...
question is whether, in fact , all infinite sets have the
same number. Cantor answered this in the negative,
We shall employ von eumann's convention accordshowing by his famous "diagonal argume~lt" that the
ing to which each ordinal is ident ified with the set of
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its predecessors. Thus w is the set of natural numbers; a < ß means the same as a E ß (a is an element of ß); a + 1 is the result of adjoining to the
set a the new element a ( a + 1 = a U {a }). All
of the infinite ordinals displayed above are countable
in the sense that they have the same cardinal number as w. The first uncountable ordinal is called w 1 .
The next ordinal of greater cardinality is w 2 , followed
by w3, ... , w,11 ••• ,ww, Ww+ l, .. . etc. It is customary in set theory to identify the cardinal numbers
with the objects w , w 1, .... wa, ... (This, however ,
assumes the Axiom of Choice , which says that every
set has the cardinal number of an ordinal. Historically this was the most controversial axiom of set
theory, but is now widely accepted.)
In the early part of this century, through the work of
Zermelo. Fraenkel, and von Neumann , a clear·er picture of Cantor's universe of sets emerged. Moreover ,
this picture was codified by an axiom system rigorously formalized within mathematical logic. In this
universe the sets are ordered in a hierarchy of Ievels V a indexed by the ordinal numbers. These Ievels
are obtained by iterating the power set opemtion s.p,
where l_p (x) is the collection of all subsets of x. We
set : Vo = (/J (the empty set) and V a+l = l_p (Va )· For
Iimit ordinals ,\ , V>, is the union of the smaller Ievels.
The universe V is the union of all Ievels.

tible with the axioms. He used the
method of inner models , which has continued to play a !arge role in modern
set theory. In order to avoid the use
of the amorphaus power set operation we define a
new hierarchy of Ievels W a . In passing from W a to
W a+l we adjoin not all , but only such subsets of Wa
as can be obtained by "weil defined" and "weil understood" operations. The union of the W a 's then
Iooks like a slice of V:
V

The ordinals, which form the "backbone" of this
structure, grow linearly, since a + 1 contains just
one new element. The V a 's grow "wider" as a increases, since V a+l contains many new elements. (In
fact. Cantor's diagonal argument shows that Va+ l
has a !arger cardinal number than V a .) Despite the
advances made , a number of very deep questions remained unsolved. The best known of these was the
continuum problem. Cantor had shown that the cardinal r2 of the real continuum is greater than w , but
which of the wa is it? The continuum hypothesis says
that it has the minimum value: n = Wl· Cantor himself made strenuous efforts to solve this problem. By
the early twentieth century there was a widely shared
view that the axioms of set theory were insufficient
to decide the question. The difficulty, according to
this view , is the amorphaus nature of the power set
operation s.p, which is not sufficiently described by
the axioms. This turned out to be correct .

If we have chosen our operations carefully, we can
hope that W formally satisfies all the axioms of set
theory. In this case we call it an inner model. Gödel
defined the class L of constructible sets. This is the
union of Ievels La, where L a+l contains only those
subsets of L a which can be obtained from La and
its elements by constructive operations. (This seems
unclear at first glance, since constructivists fight over
the meaning of "constructive". It turns out that the
ultimate class L is the same, regardless of which notion of "constructive" was used.) Gödel showed that
L is an inner model and , moreover , that the statement V = L may be adjoined to the axioms of set theory without additional risk of contradiction. He then
show that V = L implies both the axiom of choice
and the continuum hypothesis (although the axiom
of choice was not needed for the construction of L ).
Thus the axiom of choice was shown to be consistent
relative to the other axioms of set theory - i.e. if they
are consistent , they remain so when it is adjoined.
This discovery helped to resolve the controversy surrounding the axiom of choice. By the same token the
continuum hypothesis is consistent relative to the axioms of set theory. (In fact, so is the geneml continuum hypothesis, which says that Wa = card(Vw+a ),
since this also follows from V = L.) Since 1970 the
model L has been a subj ect of intensive investigation
in set theory. It turns out that the assumption V = L
suffices to solve many problems which arenot decided
by the axioms. In many cases, these solutions follow
from generat combinatorial principles which hold not
only in L but in many other models and which have a
degree of inherent plausibility. These principles have
often been applied in other fields such as algebra and
topology, in situations where neither the axioms of
set theory nor the generat continuum hypothesis sufficed to answer a question.

The first progress was made by Gödel in 1939, when
he showed that the continuum hypothesis is compa-

Gödel 's result left open the possibility that the continuum hypothesis might , in fact , be provable from
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the axioms. It was clear, however , that t he method of
inner models could not be used to prove the contrary,
for L is the smallest inner model. Thus , if V = L ,
then V has no proper inner model, hence no inner
model in which the continuum hypothesis could be
false. In 1963 P a ul Cohen developed a new method t he so-called ··forcing" technique - which showed the
continuum hypothesis to be independent of the axioms (i. e. neither it nor its negation could be proven
from t he axioms, assuming t hem to be consistent).
Cohen·s work inspired a new wave of research in set
t heory. It was soon shown that a great many of the
classical infinitary problems in mathematics were independent of the axioms. This stimulated interest in
possible fur t her axioms. Such axioms should solve
more of t he problems and be "inherent ly plausible".
One candidate for such an axiom is V = L. The
universe posited by this axiom possesses admirable
clarity. It has proven extremely efficacious in solving problems. However, the majority of set theorists ,
starting with Gödel himself, rejected it on the ground
that it is essentially restrictive in nature. Gödel believed t hat t he universe of ets is too large ever to be
constructed ·'from below" the way L was defined . He
proposed looking for strong existence axioms which
would preclude any construction from below (and , in
particular. imply V =f. L ). Gödels view was highly
influenti al. It has led to the discovery of two groups
of existence axioms , both of which play a key role
in recent set t heory: strong axioms of infinity and
determinacy axioms.

tion of relative consistency. The strongest requirement we could place on vV is that W = V. However, Kunen showed that t his is inconsistent, thu
placing an upper bound on the hierarchy. The weakest of the strong axioms of infinity says that there
is an elementary embedding CJ of L into L which is
not the identity. This is equivalent to the statement
that a certain real number Q# exists. Q# has a very
concrete definition . It contains complete information
about both L and such an embedding CJ. If Q# does
exist, then not only is V =f. L , but the global internal structure of V is totally different from that of L.
If Q# does not exist, we have the "covering Iemma"
which says essentially that these structures are alike.
(The precise statement is: If X is an uncountable
set of ordinals, then t here is Y E L s.t . X ~ Y
and card (X) = card( Y ).) Whether or not one accepts Gödel's rationale, there is no doubt that t hese
axioms yield a remarka bly coherent and attractive
theory. It turns out e.g. that many set theoretical
statements which ostensibly have little to do with
large cardinals are equiconsistent with one of t hese
axioms. Thus the hierarchy of infinity axioms seems
to form a "measuring rod" for propositions in set
theory. Surprisingly, some of the ideas in !arge cardinal theory have found applications in mathematics
which is essentially finitary. Thus Parisand Harrington used these ideas to show that a certain principle
of fini te combinatorics is unprovable in elementary
number theory. More recently proof theory has been
influenced by the methods of large cardinal theory.

Strong axioms of infinity usually posit the existence
of a very !arge cardinal number. An example of this
is the measurable cardinal. As the name indicates,
t his concept originally arose from questions in measure theory. A more revealing definition is:

The rationale for a second group of axioms is that
the most important object is the real line and t hat
one should t herefore Iook for existence axioms which
say directly that the real continuum is very rich.
The determinacy axioms, which originally arose in
game theory, are made to order for this purpose. Let
A ~ ww and consider the following game: Player I
chooses a natural number n 0 . Player li then chooses
n 1 . I then chooses n 2 etc. In the end t hey have chosen an a E ww . If a E A, then I wins. Otherwise
li wins. A is said to be determined if one of t he
players has a winning strategy. (A strategy is simply
a function on finite sequences of integers which tells
me what move I should make, given any sequence
of moves by my Opponent.) Strategies are codable
by real numbers and the proposition that a set A is
determined therefore asserts the existence of a real
number. The strongest axiom of determinacy says
that all sets A ~ ww are determined . This has the
disadvantage that it implies the negation of the axiom
of choice. Hence attention has focussed on axioms
of definable determinacy, which state t hat some well
defined collection of sets A is determined. One such ,
the axiom of Bore! determinacy, was shown by Don-

"' is measurable iff there is an embedding CJ from V
to an inner model W s.t .
(a) "' is t he first point moved (i.e. a
a < "'and "'< C!("'))

CJ (a) for

(b) CJ is an elementary embedding ( t hat is if
<p(x 1 .... . xn) is a condition in the language of
set theory, t hen <p( a 1 , .. . , an) is true in V iff
<p(CJ(al) . . .. , CJ (an)) is true in W ).
sing this definition Scott showed in 1958 that, if
there i a measurable cardinal , then V =f. L. We can
strengthen t he notion of measurability by requiring
t hat t he inner model be "more like V ' . Thus we say
t hat "' is ß-strong iff CJ , W can be so chosen that
Vß ~ W. "' is called strong iff it is ß -strong for
all ß . "' is superstrong iff vV , CJ can be so chosen
that Va(~<) ~ W. These are steps in a long hierarchy of !arge cardinal principles ordered .by the rela-
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ald Mart in to be provable outright from t he axioms
of set t heory. The others are considerably stronger.
A par ticularly interesting one says that all sets in
L [~] are determined , where L [~J is the smallest inner model containing t he set of reals ~ . ( L [~] is t he
union of t he hierarchy La[~], which is defined like
La except t hat L 0 [~] = ~.) This implies t hat t he
axiom of choice is false in L [~] , but t hen a person
who believes t hat t he universe V is extremely large
will hardly confuse V wit h L[~] . (It also makes L [~]
something of an analyst 's paradise, since in L [~] all
sets of reals are t hen Lebesgue measurable and have
t he property of Baire. At t he same t ime t he forms of
t he axiom of choice dearest t o t he analyst will cont inue to hold in L [~].) The axioms of determinacy
have led to a very rich and int riguing t heory.
The three main areas of pure set theory are inner
models. strong axioms of infini ty, and determinacy.
For a long t ime t hese fields were pursued largely independent ly of each other. Gradually interconnections
became apparent. lt was noticed quite early e.g.
t hat t he existence of a measurable cardinal implied
a certain form of defin able determinacy - namely
t he determinacy of ~ ~ sets . (These are the project ions of Borel sets.) This is not provable from the
axioms of set t heory and is, in fact, false if V = L.
This early observation led to t he conj ecture t hat all
reasonable fo rms of defin able determinacy would be
provable from appropriate axioms of infinity. For a
long t ime, however , t here was no progress in this direction. A surprising connection between axioms of
infini ty and inner models was provided , however , by
t he above ment ioned covering Iemma. Furt her Connections soon appeared . lt was originally supp osed
t hat t he existence of a measurable cardinal not only
implied V =/= L , but also precluded any construction
of t he full universe V from below, using "well understood" and "clearly defined" Operations. This t urned
out to be false. A very L-like inner model K (the
'·core model") was constructed from below, employing new but weil understood methods of construction.
The new construction principle was essent ially t hat
which led from a nontrivial embedding of L into itself
to t he real number Q# . What K is depends on what
t here is. If Q# does not exist, t hen K = L. If Q#
exists, but t here is no nont rivial embedding of L [ü# J
to itself, t hen K = L [ü# J and t he covering Iemma
holds wit h respect to L [ü#J etc. If t here is an inner
model which t hinks t here is a measurable cardinal,
t hen K t hinks t here is a measurable cardinal. (Thus,
since V = K is consistent , it is consistent wit h a
measurable cardinal to suppose t hat t he universe is
constructed from below.) If t here is no inner model
wit h a measurable cardinal, t hen t he covering Iemma
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holds wit h respect to K. lt later proved
possible to define expanded core models which could realize t he existence of
many measurable cardinals and even of
strong cardinals.
For a long time much of t he connection between determinacy and axioms of infinity remairred hidden.
The first progress was made in 1984, when Shelah
and Woodin showed that superstrong cardinals imply
that ~ cannot be weil ordered in L [~]. T his strongly
suggest ed that all sets are determined in L [~] if a superstrong cardinal exists. Wi t hin a few years l\!Jartin,
Steel, and Woodin had established t his and uncovered a wealt h of Connections between large cardinals
and determinacy. A central notion t urned out to be
that of a "Woodin cardinal", which is intermediate in
strength between strong and superstrong cardinals.
The existence or nonexistence of a Woodin cardinal
appears to be as profound a dichotomy as the existence or nonexistence of Q# . Woodin has shown t hat
t he existence of a single Woodin cardinal is equiconsistent with a form of determinacy and that t he existence of w many Woodin cardinals is equiconsistent
with determinacy in L [~]. Moreover, t he existence
of w + 1 Woodin cardinals implies out right t hat determinacy holds in L [~] . A question which is still
to a large extent open is whether t hese cardinals can
be realized in "nice" inner models. (This would appear to be necessary e.g. in order to full y establish
t he above ment ioned role of t he infinity axioms as
a "measuring rod". Most of t he present results in
t his direction deal wit h axioms which are realizable
in core models.) At present we have very L-like inner models satisfying the existence of many Woodin
cardinals (in particular giving determinacy in L [~]).
There are many open questions, however, and t he
existence of core models for these axioms is still in
doubt. I expect this to be a cent ral area of research
for some time to come.
In t his paper I have concentrated on t he central struct ural issues of pure set theory and given short shrift
to applications. I have also neglected several fert ile and weil t illed valleys within t he Iandscape of
set t heory, such as infinite graph theory, cardinal invariants, Boolean algebras , and infinitary recursion
t heory. Each of these areas has intimate connections
to other fields of mathematics. In t he coming decades
I expect t hat we shall see significant progress on t he
structural questions of pure set t heory and a corresponding increase in t he richness of its applications.
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